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Bodies on display  

As an artist I look for inspiration and therefore I try to find the essence, the starting point, 

the meaning and real truth of what engages me to paint, in first instance human bodies; 

they are the closest and most distant thing, feature of my social self, my social and 

personal location as well as my position in the natural environment as stated by Turner 

(1984, p.8); and in second instance, the performative context from which I get inspiration; 

and as said by Brentano (1995), I understand performance art as a vehicle of social 

change where art and life converge. Therefore no borders or limits whatsoever can 

separate one from the other, understanding art as part of a whole. 

Laying realities 

Subconscious and intuition are the best guides for a performer according to Stanislavski 

(1936, p.13). 

Loss and dispossession of our vital substance engage fully, spiritually and physically, our 

members. Our disappearance supposes the appearance of a truth held by our bodies, a 

truth made out of multiple layers; a reality or invented reality, overlapped by individual 

and social experiences. Internal and external aspects show up in a process of 

symbolization of the phenomena and socio-historical factors that are shaped by linguistic 

and mythological metaphors (Alland, 1976, p.5). As remarked by Huizinga (1976) those 

symbols can be played and performed, they are ambivalent, made up of instinct, mind 

and will, and all three surpass the realm of the purely physical or psychological. 
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Dance: metamorphosis and catharsis  

When bodies are part of this whole complex process, a performance or a dance is able 

to reveal our collective psyche as well as the objects, images and sounds archived in our 

minds. Dance becomes a cult in which we bring out images that we have created or 

images that are ours and someone else’s too; they come from within or from outside, a 

process of metamorphosis takes place and the body becomes a transcendental 

instrument -exponents such as the dance group Sankai Juku or some works by Mark 

Leckey on states and appropriation of our surrounding reality can be illustrative of this 

process in which every gesture is meaningful and where images and objects exert a 

powerful impression on us (Griffin, 2014, p. 111)-.  

The act of self-revelation and self-confrontation experienced by a performer under a 

trance or self-absorption is comparable to what I experience under the cathartic effect 

stimulated in me when a dance becomes a ritual, an invocation and a monstration or 

manifestation of aletheia -understood as truth-; then images wavering between dream 

and reality are projected by this process of self-donation experienced by the actor 

according to Grotowski (Grotowski, 1976). But how can this cathartic experience be 

translated into painting? Furthermore how can this images, once painted, be experienced 

obtaining a similar effect from them?                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

Erasing the boundaries between object and subject  

Having erased the limits of object and subject in art, a direct communication is established 

between the spectator and the spectacle, according to Artaud (1938) referring to the 

theater of the action. The artwork is no longer a static object with a determined purpose, 
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now, artist and viewer are part of a complex “operation of representation -entangled in 

intersubjective spaces of desire, projection, and identification” (Jones, 1999). A crossing 

of boundaries which exceeds a mere aesthetic interest, in which the viewer is brought to 

a different dimension with the artist who, now, has turned into phenomenon and spectacle 

(Lea Vergine, 2007, p. 16-22). In so doing the spectator’s projections, come up 

instinctually, adding new meanings to the events that the artist have already subjected to 

metamorphosis. Spectator and world are woven together in a way that they can be 

interchanged, as said by Kaprow (1958) about Pollock’s works. 

A question has to be pondered when thinking about painting in relation to such 

experience, where subject and object are confused and truth is the unveiling of the 

present; the monstration of what has been called by Derrida as the “movement of truth” 

in relation to the nothingness of the mime (Derrida, quoted in Franko 1995, p. 205). 

The ambiguous or hybrid, the abstract and figurative come together in my search for the 

impossibility of capturing that moment. A possible solution to the question of ‘how’ is 

shown in Saville’s works (Saville, 2012), where a sense of mass is constantly obliterated 

to bring the painting into being and a stretching feeling of time is laid in different realities. 

A pushing sense of truth 

A yearn to grasp the internal energies of the world; of that always desired truth; has been 

the pushing forward power in many artists, from the unstoppable hand of Leonardo to the 

early photography by Muybridge, both seemed to predict what the Futurist would state 

later on by “living in the absolute” (Marinetti, cited in Umbro, 1973). 
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I am in search of a genuine expressive form that is able to convey true emotions. Inspired 

by Pina Bausch’s dance theatre (Servos, N., http://www.pina-

bausch.de/en/pina_bausch/index.php?text=lang, no date) I aim to unleash honestly the 

human values and motives hidden behind our movements. The dramatic energy 

expressed through our essential emotions takes place in experiencing reality. A language 

of gestures and signs come from a dream or lack of consciousness, and they are part of 

the process of understanding and interpreting the complex ‘reality’ or ‘realities’ around us. 

Shaping and reshaping spaces 

 A hovering between inward and outward states relates my practice to dance and music. 

The making of images by a sweeping body vis-à-vis with the marks left by my 

brushstrokes are symbols of a mental and action process that translates dance and music 

into a pictorial language, displaying dance as “moving in the negative space of music” in 

accordance with Trisha Brown (1995, quoted in Eleey, 2008, p. 30). Spaces are defined 

by physical exercise or by the intensity of an emotional state. They are the context where 

time and substance evolve, they are both defined by the actions of the body -as in Jaume 

Plensa’s spaces  (Ahrens, 2005, p.17)- and human emotions -similar to the ‘in-sight’ 

experienced when looking at some works by Francis Bacon (Alphen, 1992, p. 13)-. 

 

 

 

 

http://www.pina-bausch.de/en/pina_bausch/index.php?text=lang
http://www.pina-bausch.de/en/pina_bausch/index.php?text=lang
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